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She now reaches out to people who have had interactions with Cheektowaga police
to see how mental health treatment can help them move on with their lives and take
positive steps forward.

“If somebody is a teenager and they’ve had some really traumatic life experiences,
the likelihood that they’re going to end up in the criminal justice system is a lot
higher,” she said. “That trauma can also turn into mental health symptoms such as
(post-traumatic stress disorder), depression, anxiety and (more).

“It’s important that we intervene earlier (when possible) so that we eventually
prevent them from coming into the (system).”

The concept is considered revolutionary in police circles. Some around the country
have implemented similar programs and Bonk said she’s heard from municipalities
in Western New York looking to do the same.

“It’s more of a centralized type of service (that’s) really bringing a clinical skill set to
the police department and not just a referral point,” she said.

Cheektowaga was an early adopter of how a mental health approach could change
police work, Bonk said.

In 2012, the department started crisis intervention training, she said. It continued to
work with different agencies over the years and last year, after a review of options,
the police took their clinical services a step forward by contracting with Endeavor
to have a full-time liaison work in tandem with police.

“On the day-to-day ( job), you kind of forget that you’re on the rising curve of the
trend,” Bonk said. “But when you take a step back (and think about it), it’s
fascinating but it’s also a lot of pressure.

“I think that people don’t necessarily appreciate the kind of pressure that comes
from a position like this because you’re balancing the safety of the community, the
safety of the individual and the safety of the police department. You’re also trying to
balance the two worlds of a person-centered (treatment) approach with the
criminal justice system.”

In December, less than six months after she started, Bonk estimated that she had
already helped 200 people.



She and police now aim to inform more people of the program’s existence along
with the evaluation of suicide-prevention tools.

The ultimate goal is to deter future crime and simultaneously keep people out of
the justice system.

So far, treated individuals have been receptive and appreciative, Bonk said.

“I like the immediate intervention (aspect) of it,” she said. “In a moment of crisis, it’s
important to me that I’m there ... and that I can just build a bridge with somebody
enough. Even if we don’t fix what’s going on for them in that moment, the
relationship is built enough that I can come back the next day and they’re
comfortable with me.”
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